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Prof. Chong Soo Lee receives
THERMEC’2018 DISTINGUISHED AWARD
Prof. Chong Soo Lee of the Material Reliability
Lab (MRL) of GIFT received the THERMEC’2018
DISTINGUISHED AWARD at the award ceremony
during the THERMEC’ 2018 conference (July
8~13, 2018) held in Paris, France.
The award has been established to recognize
and honor researchers/scientists those who
have made outstanding contributions in the
field of advanced materials research over
many years.
Prof. Lee was selected as a recipient by the
THERMEC Award Committee for his significant
contribution in advancing understanding of
structure/property relations of Ti alloys and
steels.
The THERMEC conference is being held every two or three years to promote academic/
industrial advances in processing and manufacturing of advanced materials; each conference attracts more than 1500 participants.
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Prof. Han-Suk Choi was appointed as a member of academic advisory council
at Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS
Prof. Han-Suk Choi was appointed as a member of academic advisory
council at Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP).
Prof. Choi received his Doctoral degree at Texas A&M University, USA,
worked as a researcher at Technips, and at McDermott, USA, worked
as a professor at Pusan National University, and came to POSTECH in
2012. Offshore plant- and submarine pipeline- engineerings are his
specialties.
UTP was established on Jan. 10th, 1997, and is a leading private university in
Malaysia, and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of PETRONAS, the national oil
and gas company of Malaysia. Mahathir Mohamad, the fourth prime
minister of Malaysia served as a chair, and Dr. Sung-Gi Jung, the 3rd
President of POSTECH served as a board member of the academic advisory council at UTP.
With his experience in research and education in the field of maritime resources development and
offshore plant engineering, Prof. Han-Suk Choi is going to will participate as an advisory board member
of UTP.

Dean Chang Hee Yim, Prof. Sung-Mo Jung visited Montanuniversität Leoben,
Primetals and Colorado School of Mines
The delegation of GIFT including Dean Chang Hee Yim and Prof. Sung-Mo Jung visited Montanuniversität
Leoben (Uni Leoben) on Sep. 3rd, Primetals in Linz, Austria on Sep. 5th, and Colorado School of Mines
(CSM) in Denver, USA on Sep. 6th, in order to foster the relationships between GIFT and these international
research institutes, and to invite eminent scholars to GIFT.
In Leoben, Dean Yim and Prof. Jung met Prof. Christian Bernhard, the Chair of Ferrous Metallurgy and
discussed how to operate research exchange program, which was established by the MOU between
POSTECH and Uni Leoben signed in August, and then they met Prof. Johannes Schenk of K1_MET and
had a technical discussion.
In Linz, Dean Yim and Prof. Jung visited Primetals and toured the plant of VAI Stahl, focusing on its
engineering systems, and had a discussion.
In Denver, Dean Yim and Prof. Jung visited CSM and met Prof. John G. Speer, John Henry Moore
distinguished professor of metallurgical and materials engineering of Advanced Steel Processing
& Products Research Center, and affiliate professor of GIFT and discussed the research exchange
between GIFT and CSM and inviting scholars to GIFT.

GIFT Futs got second place in the POSTECH Graduate Students’ Futsal
Championship
GIFT Futs (GIFT soccer club) participated in the 8th POSTECH Graduate Students’ Futsal Championship and got second place. The competitions were held from June 4th to Sep. 5th, every Monday and
Thursday from 9:00 pm to 12:00 am, and 17 teams (a total of 151 students) participated. Seventeen
teams were arranged into groups of four and played the three other teams. Two teams from each
group advanced into quarterfinals and then the competitions were conducted as a tournament. GIFT
Futs lost 5-3 in the final, but all members were happy to have demonstrated high performances. The
GIFT Futs players were Hui-Geon Kim, Ji-Hoon Kim, Min-Hyeok Kwon, Woo-Joon Kim, Dong-Hyun
Kim, Shin-Young Lee, Suk-Hyun Hong, Jae-Ho Lee, Durim Eo, Ho-Jun Kwon and Leonardo Rocha.
GIFT Futs is opened to any member of GIFT who wants to play soccer and to get along with Futs
members. For further information please contact Jae-Ho Lee ( jaeho@postech.ac.kr).
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2018 Summer Internship Program was held from July 2nd to 27th. Eighteen students from 12 colleges
applied for this program, and 12 students from eight colleges were selected to attend it. The students
participated in research projects in separate laboratories according to their research interests and
aptitudes. They were supported with round-trip transportation fee, accommodation, and a bursary
of 500,000 KRW.
After a four-week internship period many of the participants reported that they learned many things
about how to practically handle research facilities for the first time of their lives, and here follow the
observations of the participants.

Observations 1
My college graduation may be just around the corner, but I have no
specific plans for my future. Initially, I was aiming for graduate school
after an undergraduate mechanical engineering degree, without any
specific direction on which fields or labs to join. I had relied on the
wide range of fields that mechanical engineering has to offer, but this
only made it harder to choose my focus for graduate school. Eventually
I chose the field in material engineering that interested me most; thus,
I naturally came to know about the Pohang University Graduate Institute
of Ferrous Technology (POSTECH-GIFT), one of the best universities in
Korea. Originally, I had not known about GIFT, but after attending its
internship program, I naturally gravitated to it. I wish to further my skills at GIFT by taking advantage
of its various opportunities, its lab atmosphere, and its advanced facilities. During the 2018 summer
internship program, I was placed under Professor Suh Dong Woo in his Computational Metallurgy
Lab. With this experience, I will describe some of the benefits of this internship and the characteristics
of GIFT.
First of all, GIFT concentrates on the field of steel technology. Graduate schools of material science
engineering from other universities in Korea consider various fields such as polymers and semiconductors, but in GIFT, steel research is the only focus. This specialization in in one specific field,
enables development of refined and extensive comprehension, and eventually the attainment of
absolute mastery in that area. This prowess is one that I find extremely valuable, because I plan to
further my future at POSCO. Steel research is important all around the world so I am confident that
my knowledge will be a great help to my future career either in Korea or elsewhere.
Second, in my opinion, the advanced facilities of GIFT cannot be matched. The GIFT building is one of
the newer buildings in POSTECH, and houses 13 laboratories, so the laboratory space is enormous,
clean, and advanced. Also, I was impressed that graduate students can use the specialized equipment
that they need to conduct their own research whenever they are required to; this fact shows the
accessibility of these expensive equipment that GIFT offers.
The most valued experience I received from this internship was the involvement in the labs. Usually,
undergraduates have difficulty finding what they want to do and usually lack hands-on experience
in labs such as the ones at GIFT. I was more fortunate, so I was directed by a professor at a profes-

sional lab, and experienced the work atmosphere of a research laboratory, and the interactions of
other graduate and their projects. This internship has left me wanting more, and I am grateful for the
opportunity to take it.
During the school semester during spring, many people asked me, “Why are you going all the way
to Pohang?” I can proudly answer those people that it was one of the best decisions of my life. I was
unsure of what GIFT had readied for me, but now I am comfortable and knowing of what exactly
is expected of me for future research labs wherever I go. In closing, I’d like to thank the graduate
students and professor for their guidance – especially professor Suh for giving me the chance to
work under him. I could not recommend this internship more: its experiences are unmatched with
any other that I’ve had.

Hyeong Ju Lee,
an internship participant at CML

Observations 2
Every day was fun for the last four weeks. I was happy to see and
experience how theories and experiments that I had only seen in books
were actually used and performed. I was happy to see the joyful looks
while talking with the people of the lab about our common interests
in metal and steels.
In addition, I was able to learn the mechanism of the whole experiment from finding and reading a thesis to learning the meaning of the
results by using the equipment. During my summer internship, I studied
under the theme of LME and RSW. In the first week, I was able to read
the material on the subject, find the thesis, understand the necessity
of the research, and gain basic knowledge. From the second week on, I participated in an experiment
that included fatigue tests, mounting, policing and etching. The third week we used equipment such
as OM and SEM for fracture analysis. By participating in these experiments, I was able to broaden my
knowledge and knowledge of steel materials.
Learning how to do research was a great time for me, but learning the mindset to have in graduate
school was the biggest gain in this summer internship. I think it is important to study and develop my
topic steadily and to have a mindset to be on top in the subject. In fact, everyone in the lab was more
professional than anyone else on their topic of study, and they were trying to have it. They were
my age, but they presented themselves well and
with friendly confidence.
So, during these 4 weeks I had many stimuli,
which became the driving force for my efforts.
After the internship ends, I will continue to develop
without forgetting what I have learned and felt.
The internship at GIFT was a wonderful experience.
I have experienced and learned a lot. First of all, I
thank Professor Jong Soo Lee for allowing me to
take an internship at MRL and the lab people who
have kindly responded to any annoying questions
I may have had throughout the month.

Ki-Tae Kwon,
an internship participant at MRL
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Graduate Admission Information Sessions in Seoul and in Pohang
GIFT held admission information sessions for the 2019 academic year in Seoul at the POSCO Center,
Seolleung, on Sep. 14th and in Pohang at GIFT Auditorium #107, on Sep. 28th. In Seoul, five undergraduate
students from universities located in Seoul and Gyeong-gi province attended the session and Prof.
Sung-Mo Jung gave information about GIFT. Nine students, eight from POSTECH and one from Korea
University attended in Pohang. Profs. Jung Wook Cho and Dae-Geun Hong presented about the research
areas in ferrous technology and in plant engineering respectively. The students were told about
POSTECH, GIFT, the faculty of GIFT and their research areas. Profs. Sung-Joon Kim, Yoon-Uk Heo,
and the Dean, Prof. Chang Hee Yim also attended the session and gave very informative talks to the
future applicants.

GIFT Graduate Admission for 2019
Admission Timeline
Application deadline

Announcement of admission

Semester begins in

Oct. 16, 2018

Nov. 27, 2018

Feb. 2019

The Ferrous Technology program offers M.S., M.S.-Ph.D. integrated and Ph.D. courses. In the M.S.Ph.D. integrated course, students can work towards a Ph.D. degree after passing the Ph.D. qualifying
exam, without completing an M.S. degree.
For further information, please visit http://gift.postech.ac.kr > ADMISSION > FAQ or contact Ms. Eun
Mi Jung, the staff member in charge of admission: +82 (0)54 279 9203 / enmei@postech.ac.kr

Academic
Affairs

Academic Calendar
Year Month
Sep.

2018

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

Academic Calendar
24 ~ 26

National Holiday: Chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving Day)

27 ~ Nov. 02

Course Withdrawal Period

28

1/4 of Semester: Last Day to Apply for Transfer of Credit

03

National Holiday: National Foundation Day

09

National Holiday: Hangul Day

22 ~ 26

Midterm Exam Period

26

2/4 of Semester

23

3/4 of Semester: Last Day to Submit Leave of Absence Petitions

03

University Foundation Day

17 ~ 21

Final Exam Period

25

National Holiday: Christmas

Weekly Seminar
Date

Speaker

Affiliation

Topic

Sep. 06

Prof.
Toshihiko Kuwabara

TUAT

Advanced material testing methods for enhancing
high-precision metal forming simulation

Sep. 13

Dr. Hyun-Gon Shin

POSTECH

Sep. 20

Mr. Simon Han

Oct. 4

Prof.
Hyoung Seop Kim

The future of the automotive industry

Current Address where Engineers stand nowadays
Infinitrans Alpha in relation to the most advanced 5th generation
Co., Ltd.
engines against current 3rd generation engines
& metals used
POSTECH

Microstructure and Deformation Mechanism
Based Finite Element Simulations of High-Entropy
Alloys

Oct. 11 Prof. Alireza Zargaran

GIFT

Strong and Ductile Steels for Lightweight
Applications

Oct. 18

Dr. Won Seok Choi

KAIST

Bridging the gap between properties in micronsized and bulk scales: the role of interfaces in
Fe-Mn-C TWIP steel

Nov. 01

Prof. Sung-Man Kim

GIFT

Technology development for large-scale CO2
removal from steel industry

Nov. 08

Prof. Youngjo Kang

Dona-A Univ.

Thermodynamics of various solutes in solid Fe

Nov. 15

Dr. Jin-Yoo Suh

KIST

Metallic materials for hydrogen energy

Nov. 22

Prof. Seon Hyo Kim

GIFT

Implication of materials thermodynamic laws
to steel processing engineers

Nov. 29

Prof.
Pierre-Yves Manach

Univ. of
South Brittany

Various approaches to modeling propagating
strain bands: application to the Portevin-Le Chatelier
effect in aluminum alloys

Dec. 06

Prof. Yoon-Uk Heo

GIFT

Microscopic observation of yielding in singleand multi-phase steels

GIFT

Applications of deep learning for smart steel
making: case studies

Dec. 13 Prof. Dae-Geun Hong

※P
 rof. Hyoung Seop Kim’s lecture was scheduled to be held on Oct. 4th, but have been postponed to the 2019
Spring Semester.
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Special Invited Seminar
A special invited seminar was held on Sep. 11th at 1:30 pm at the GIFT
Auditorium #107. Dr., Prof. Jochen Vogel, the CEO of Value Management
Consulting, Germany visited GIFT and gave a lecture on “European
Steel Market Implications of Germany’s Reunification (Project Reunion)”.
Many faculty members, researchers and students of GIFT, and Drs.
Jong-Gyo Choi and Ki-Su Kim from POSCO attended this seminar.
Dr. Vogel is a top management consultant, industrial manager and
university professor with background in manufacturing, services and
private equity industries. He has conducted more than 50 projects in
productivity improvement, market analysis, sales enhancement and
M&A in industrial products and services including energy, steel, and engineering during more than
the last 20 years, and POSCO is one of the business partners of VM Consulting. This was his second
visit to GIFT. Dean Chang Hee Yim re-invited Dr. Vogel hoping this special seminar be an opportunity
for GIFT members to prepare for the changes in steel industry in Korea that will happen when North
and South Korea reunite.
After the seminar, Dr. Vogel moved to POSCO and held another special seminar about “Market
demand outlook for nickel alloy steel products in Oil & Gas, Automotive, Chemicals, Aerospace and
Engineering – Status 2017 – Summary of Findings and Discussion of Potential Requests by POSCO”.

2018 Fall Semester Beginning Party
GIFT held a party to start the fall semester happily, and to welcome new students.
The party was held in the rooftop cafeteria on Sep. 19th at 6 pm. It began with a greeting from the
student representative, Seongbeum Kim’, then one from the Dean. The two greetings spend a special
time sharing good memories of the late Prof. Bruno C. De Cooman, who passed away in a tragic
accident in Russia on August 29th. Hojun Kwon (Doctoral course student, SSL), a former MDL student,
introduced the history and the achievements of Prof. De Cooman. After new students’ brief selfintroductions, all enjoyed dinner.

Events

GIFT New Student Orientation for 2018 Fall Semester
GIFT held an orientation for incoming new students from 10:30 am to 11:30 am on Aug. 31st at the
auditorium #107. The new students were greeted by the faculty of the GIFT, listened to Prof. Jung-Wook
Cho’s introduction on course registration and on curriculum, and toured the Research Facility Center
and the Large Scale Lab which they will utilize throughout their degree courses.
In this semester, ten students entered the M.S. Course and two entered the Doctoral course. They
have been assigned to labs as follows:

Ph.D. course
Fazlollah Sadeghi Hosnijeh
Dong Hyun Kim

M.S. course
CTL
CSL

Dae Yeon Yoo
Yoojin Han
Taeho Ji
Seong Gyu Chung
Namhyung Ku
Sangtae Han
Min Geol Kim
Sieun Choi
Ji Min Kim
Seongchan Park

ATL
Chemical Engineering
Plant Engineering
CTL
EML
ADL
CTL
MML
MML
MRL

2018 Fall Fire Drill Session
The Fall semester fire drill session in cooperation with Hyo-Ja Fire House was held on Sep 21st inside
and the outside of the GIFT building for one hour, from 1:30 pm to 2:30 pm under the supervision of
Mr. Deok-Jin Han, who is the fire-drill manager from Hyo-ja Fire House, and Mr. Min-Soo Yoon, who
is the team administrator and fire control manager of GIFT. Seventy-six members of GIFT including
professors, students, researchers and administrative staffs participated in this session.
During the fire drill, Mr. Deok-Jin Han presented how to alert others, how to escape when fire occurs,
and how to use portable fire extinguishers and fireplugs. Then he taught people about emergency
rescue including Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and how to use an Automated External
Defibrillator (AED) device, then let them practice by themselves.
Safety Education and fire-drill sessions are held twice a year, and all members of GIFT must attend.
For further information, please contact Mr. Hyeok Kwon, the safety manager of GIFT ( 279-9211)
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Graduation Celebration
In fall of 2018, three Ph.D. students and eight M.S. students finished their degrees and graduated.
The commencement ceremony will be held in February 2019.

Doctors
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ATL
Youngwon Choi

MML
Hwi Geon Kim

PM
Yonggu Kim

Masters

MCL
Ji Woong Jun

CML
Ji Yeon Yun

CML
Choi Dae Kyu

Chemical Engineering
Byung Chan Kang

SSE
Jonghee Park

Chemical Engineering
Yena Lee

EML
Byeong Hun Ko

EML
Hyo Jung Kim

New
Students

New Semester with New Students
Ph.D. course
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CTL
Fazlollah Sadeghi Hosnijeh

CSL
Dong Hyun Kim

M.S. course

ATL
Dae Yeon Yoo

Chemical Eng.
Yoojin Han

Plant Eng.
Taeho Ji

CTL
Seong Gyu Chung

EML
Namhyung Ku

ADL
Sangtae Han

CTL
Min Geol Kim

MML
Sieun Choi

MML
Ji Min Kim

MRL
Seongchan Park

People

Changes in Personnel
Prof. Nack Joon Kim was appointed as an Honors Professor on Aug.
31st.
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Prof. Yoon-Uk Heo was promoted to associate professor on Sep. 1st.

Welcome
Prof. Hyeong Seop Kim was newly appointed as a JA professor of GIFT
on Sep. 1st.

Mr. Hyuck Kwon was appointed as a staff member of the administration
team on June 27th.

Ms. Ji-Hyun Park was appointed as a staff member of the administration
team on July 9th.

Mr. Seong-Ho Kim was appointed as a researcher on July 16th.
Mr. Dong-Han Kim was appointed as a researcher on Sep. 3rd.

People

Researcher
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PEC
Seong-Ho Kim

PEC
Dong-Han Kim

Farewell
Prof. Jee-Hyun Kang left GIFT on Aug. 31st.

Mr. Gyu-Hae Hwang left GIFT on Aug. 18th.

